
The elderly are now opting for new technologies with Weenect
Silver!
The GPS tracker approved by health professionals
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Résumé Because the safety and the health of our loved ones are our priority,
Weenect a new specialist in GPS family tracking, is launching a new
device dedicated to the elderly. Focus on Weenect Silver!

Détails How does it work ?

The Weenect Silver incorporates a GPS chip and a SIM card that allows
users to locate the device through a Smartphone.

Downloadable on Google Play or the App Store, the application Weenect
– GPS tracker for the family, allows oneself to set up an alert indicating the
entry or exit of a person in a delimited zone. With no distance limitation or
restriction, it is possible to define the parameters for an unlimited number of
places: house, friends, neighbours…

Design, useful & small

With its 6cm height and 55g weight, the device can easily slip in a
pocket or a bag
The protection bag guarantees water and impact resistance
The microphone and loudspeaker allow you to communicate with loved
ones and inform them of dangerous situations with the SOS button.
With a 4 days battery life in intensive use (position sent every minutes),
the device will give users an automatic notification in alert mode when the
battery is low.
The function “geo fence out” informs loved ones through the Smartphone
application.

The advantage: it is also possible to send recorded messages (i’m okay…,
please help me…)

Perfect for people suffering from Alzheimer's disease.

« The assistance of ill persons suffering from Alzheimer's disease is never
easy and it is most of the time necessary to equip them with a GPS tracker.
Those designed for the geo localisation of Alzheimer’s people are mostly
archaic, visible and close to prisoner bracelet. With Weenect Silver we have
wanted to play down the device and thus, obtain a better follow-up care
acceptation of the person. » explains Adrien Harmel at Weenect.

*In order to have at your disposal the application and activate the device, a
top-up is necessary with 1 free month offered. (30 euros for 6 months or
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50 euros for one year).

Public price included tax: 99 euros

Points of sale: the online shop www.weenect.com ; referencing in
progress by several central purchasing.

About Weenect :

In 2012 the Weenect society a specialist in GPS family tracking, was created
a project of 2 childhood friends, Adrien Harmel and Ferdinand Rousseau.
After more than a year of research and development, the GPS tracker for Kids
(Weenect Kids) was released in March 2013.

With the ambition to use the best of technology in the service of families, the
society designs and commercializes complete solutions of geo localisation by
offering GPS trackers, a free application for Smartphones and an online
platform.

For more information: http://www.weenect.com/fr/
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À propos de Weenect

Weenect contribue à la sérénité des familles en leur proposant le meilleur de
la localisation. La solution prend la forme de balises GPS connectées à une
application pour smartphones et à une plateforme web.

3 produits sont disponibles : Weenect Kids (pour enfant, ex Ma P'tite Balise),
Weenect Pets (pour chien) et Weenect Silver (pour senior).

Lancée en 2013 par deux amis d'enfance, Adrien Harmel et Ferdinand
Rousseau, Weenect est aujourd'hui la référence mondiale de la
"géolocalisation familiale". La société est composée d'une équipe de 11
personnes et compte 6 000 balises vendues depuis sa création (à juin
2015).

-----------------------------

Weenect contibutes to families serenity by providing the best quality of
localisation. The solution takes the form of tracking devices connected to an
application for smartphones and an online platform.

They are 3 products: Weenect Kids ( for children), Weenect Pets ( for dogs)
and Weenect Silver ( for elders).

Created in 2013, by two childhood friends, Adrien Harmel and Ferdinand

https://itunes.apple.com/fr/app/weenect-balises-gps-pour-la/id574003239?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.maptitebalise.MPB&hl=fr
http://www.weenect.com/en/
http://www.weenect.com/fr/
http://www.weenect.com/


Rousseau, Weenect today is the global reference of « family geolocalisation
». The company is composed of 11 family lovers and has sold 6000 devices
since it’s creation ( to june 2015).
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